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Perkins Bacon Reprints

Bruckmann 1910s date wrong?

Country name replaced
by multiple Xs for use
as printing samples

Pencil annotation brings issue date into question

This printing has been attributed
to F Bruckmann of Munich,
Germany and exists correct-way
reading and mirror-reading, as
indicated by the se-tenant pair.
The date of its production has been
shown in stamp dealer and auction
listings as either 1912 or 1911 1913 and this has generally not
been questioned before. However,
a recent auction sale included an
item that indicates a later date.

Stanley Gibbons recently offered a nice pair of die
proofs, described as follows:
‘1852 Britannia 'general' undenominated design
(with country name replaced by diamond pattern Bayley type 'D'), reprints in the form of a die proof
from Perkins Bacon sample plate 6, two examples,
respectively in vermilion and brown on thick
yellowish card, with 4-8mm margins. Printed circa
1929.’ They sold for £125 the pair. *

Post and Go Testing Label
A recent find

The latest
VOID testing
label from
a British
vending
machine.

The single
marginal copy
alongside has
a pencil annotation to left of
stamp reading
‘29 XI 27 /
walten handdruck’. (See
the rotated text
image below.)
‘Walten handdruck’ seems to translate as ‘manual
(or hand) printing exercise’. Maybe this example
is either a later printing, or the original copies are
simply not from the 1910s as initially thought. *

Note also
the dummy
data string
of zeroes. *
© Glenn H Morgan FRPSL

Charles Skipper & East
A third complete sheet surfaces

gave a display at Stampex (what year?) where he
showed an original letter proving that CS&E were
the printers.
‘It was probably the note recorded on an envelope
that was part of an auction sale description that
stated: 'Obtained by Mr. Bovenham and bought
from him by me 18 June 1891. – Similar stamps on
a previous occasion were declared by Mr. T De La
Rue not to be the work of his firm / JAC / 18/6/91'.
'JAC' were probably the initials of a famous
collector, but the name eludes your compiler.’
The ‘SPECIMEN / C. SKIPPER & EAST’ perfin
now puts to rest any nagging doubts that might have
remained about the true printer of this item.
The sheet was auctioned by Grosvenor Auctions of
London in its Auction of Great Britain Postage
Stamps and Postal History, sale number 96, on
Wednesday 22 April 2015.
The sheet formed lot 1311 and was described as:
‘Charles Skipper and East: 1879 Tender 1d. essay
based on the Inland Revenue type but inscribed
“POSTAGE” a complete proof sheet of 48 (8 x 6) in
blue imperforate on thick paper, with perforated
“SPECIMEN / C. SKIPPER & EAST” at top right
and lower right, some staining but rare, very few
known. Photo. £600-£800.’ *

A reader of DS shared with me the above scans
recently. She had been asked to dispose of some
stamps and this was among the items.
This specific dummy stamp design had been the
subject of confusion down the years, being
attributed to De La Rue for much of its early life.
My notes for this read as follows: ‘Indigo blue is
known in two full sheets only in the collections of
The Postal Museum and The Royal Philatelic
Collection. One plate is known with different
colours on the same plate.
‘Blocks of 4 x 3 of the pink colour on thick soft
card quoted, implying that a smaller plate had
also been created. Thin soft yellowish card also
recorded, but with insufficient details to add to
listing. Fugitive inks were used.
‘These stamps had been for many years attributed
to De La Rue, but Mr. Harold W Fisher FRPSL

Harrison Stamp Papers Article
Interview with Bill Dorricott appears in GSM

Recently, your compiler had the opportunity of
interviewing Bill Dorricott, accompanied by Brian
Janes, about the world of stamp papers, with a
particular emphasis on Bill’s major impact on stamp
papers, especially those of Harrison, for he is
probably the world expert on the subject.
The interview resulted in a two-part article within
Gibbons Stamp Monthly in the March and April
issues this year and it includes lots of new
information. A few paper-related dummy stamp
images are also thrown in for good measure.
Copyright restrictions mean that the article cannot
be reproduced here, but do try and get hold of
copies of the magazines if this is a subject that
interests you. *
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Publicity for this Newsletter
A few kind words

The paragraph below has only just been seen by your compiler. As the Dummy Stamps newsletter and the
stampprinters.info website are both a ‘labour of love’, as they say, such publicity is always appreciated. *

Ideal Stamp Coil Joins
A reader responds

Following the small piece about possible coil joins of the Ideal Stamps in the last issue of DS, a reader
writes:
“I note with interest the ‘Ideal Stamp Coil Joins’ article. Grover of course also made slitting and reeling
machines for coils made from sheets, as most early coils were. I can't find any illustrations of them, I think
they may have been pretty basic hand machines not motorised.
“From 1912 the Ideal Stamps would have been available to Grover, I also noticed many sheets in various
colours in their offices (I reiterate the various colours were probably produced when changing from one
colour ink to another and as such are strictly speaking printers waste and not rare collectable varieties!
Presumably they are now with the RPSL? Naturally Grover would use some to test / demonstrate the
machines to Harrison (perhaps not to the Post Office, as it would not be politic to use a stamp that was
superior to the PO stamp!).
“For the Post Office, Harrison used perforated blank labels overprinted ‘Cancelled’ for trial coils (see Leslie
Wilkinson King George V stamps Issued in Rolls and Stamps of GB issued in Rolls and the Machines that
used them by Langston & Corliss), plus many other types.
“I think this shows slitting and reeling albeit of later web printed stamps but perhaps the operation was not
that much different from sheet stamps, after all, there were many different length coils and types of delivery,
such as sideways and endways. Even with stamps on the web it was not just a simple matter of slicing the
web of stamps into individual rolls, in fact coil joins may still have been necessary unless you had a use for
all those odd, left-over stamps! My supposition is reinforced by the cut side perforations of the stamps you
show, I remember reading somewhere that Sidney Allchin's were the largest producers of coils from sheets
(they also did a little perfin business and in the 1930s were bought out by Slopers. I do not know if they continued making coils).”
Following on from the above email extract, correspondence was received from the Royal Philatelic Society,
which is the subject of the article that follows….. *
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New Grover Discoveries
Important scan of item held in RPSL Museum provided

Your compiler has always had an interest in the
output of Grover and its perforating equipment,
visiting the factory shortly before its closure, as
shown below.

Robert wrote: “With your 'Dummy Stamp' interest
we thought you might like to see the attached photo
which comes from the Grover files as a test piece
from a machine they made for the 'Building Holiday
Management' scheme in 1943. The machine was to
cancel stamps affixed to a card by perforating them
with 0.07 inch holes. For the test piece Grover used
a piece of card with some advertising stamps for
Grover splitting machines and also some from the
Pictorial Machinery Company advertising a litho
printing machine.
“My understanding is that the Building Holiday
Management scheme was an initiative in the
construction industry where employees were
allocated a holiday stamp that went towards a small
annual holiday gratuity.”

The image below comes by courtesy of
The Royal Philatelic Society London.
Fortunately, the Royal Philatelic Society acquired
many useful pieces from them, ensuring that they
were not lost forever. It is probably fair to say that
this collection had to ‘wait its place in the queue’
before it could be properly processed, but that time
eventually came this year.
Mark Copley, Curator, RPSL Museum, writes:
“The University of the Third Age project volunteers
are delving into the Grover company’s records held
at the RPSL (1908-1997) including their order
books, pattern books, instruction leaflets, technical
drawings, photographs and promotional literature
to better understand the collection. We’ve been linking them to the Master Plates held in the museum
and looking into some interesting philatelic stories.
“The University of the Third Age offers courses and
volunteer projects for people of retirement age.
Since 2013, the RPSL has been running Shared
Learning Projects where projects take place at a
host organisation, with the aim that both the
volunteers and organisation learn something from
the work.
“The Grover project runs from February to April
2015.”
The opportunity to assist with the supply of imagery
and articles was taken following an approach by
Mark and a most welcome email subsequently came
from Robert Mott, one of the U3A team, with a scan
of an unknown set of dummy stamps.
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All imagery on this page comes by courtesy of The Royal Philatelic Society London
and is depicted at 200% of life-size.
The ‘Grover’ Reel Stamp Plant.
The ‘Grover’ Reeling and Slitting Machine.

The Lithotex Process, Patentees the Pictorial Machinery Ltd.

The ‘Lithotex’ Patent Step and Repeat Machine.

The Nickeloid Electrotype Co Ltd.
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The winding-up of Nickeloid, London Gazette 22 July 1941.
The firm ceased trading that October.
The Lithotex Step and Repeat machine.

The Grover Reeling and Slitting Machine. Image courtesy of Les Wilkinson. Be sure to visit www.les-wilkinson.co.uk/article12c.shtml
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Europhilex London 2015:
it’s nearly time…

Waterlow: King George VI
Dummy Stamps

Go to www.london2015.net/ for detailed information

Common dummy stamp unusually offered in a full sheet

The following text is extracted from the website of
the organisers….

It is not that often that full sheets of dummy stamps
appear for sale prior to the Elizabeth II era, but an
eBay vendor has been trying to sell the item
shown here for quite some time.
The price being requested is £720.

2015 is the first year since 1934 when a major international philatelic exhibition has been held in
London outside the ten-year cycle established in
1940. This is also the first exhibition in London that
will take place with the patronage of FEPA, the
Federation of European Philatelic Federations.

Why is this exhibition being held? In the first place
2015 is the 175th anniversary of the first issue of
adhesive postage stamps. This was a great British
invention that revolutionised communications and
changed the lives of people around the world. It is
hard to imagine the world before 1840 when
communication was so expensive as to be limited to
a small section of society. In an age when communication is more important than ever, this invention
deserves to be celebrated.

Seeing a full sheet confirms that
there are no marginal inscriptions
anywhere on the item. *

De La Rue Giori Dummy Stamp
Included here, although strictly speaking it is Swiss

The first ever recorded dummy stamp design from
DLR Giori SA of Lausanne is shown here in a
gutter pair, albeit as very poor scans. *

2015 is also the 125th anniversary of the first
international philatelic exhibition held in London.
In May 1890, an exhibition was organised to mark
the 50th anniversary of the Penny Black and they
have become a regular feature of the philatelic
landscape ever since then.
LONDON 2015 EUROPHILEX will also be the
fifteenth international to be held in London.
So, if you have not yet decided whether to go, do click on
the link to the website at the head of the column and
book a day out at what promises to be a great event. *
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Harrison Prestige Stamp Cards

Harrison Soot Proof

The official name for these cards is now revealed

Help required

The above item is deemed rather odd, at least to
your compiler. The lot description translates from
French as ‘Britannia - soot proof signed’.
It was on sale for €100 and if any reader is able to
shed any light on what this item really is, then it
would be much appreciated. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.

Collectors often refer to these interesting cards as
‘presentation folders’, which is reasonable enough.
However, the official name given by Harrison was
‘prestige stamp cards’. Now we know! *

Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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